HIGHLIGHTS
NanoBRET was used to assess relaxin binding kinetics to its receptor RXFP1 Binding on wild-type and mutant RXFP1 demonstrated a multicomponent mechanism This binding mode was validated using RXFP2/ RXFP1 chimeras and protein NMR studies NanoBRET binding can reveal subtle GPCR binding modes to aid drug development
INTRODUCTION
Human gene 2 (H2) relaxin (henceforth referred to as ''relaxin'') is a peptide hormone composed of two peptide chains (A and B chains) linked by two inter-chain and one intra-chain disulphide bond. Initially characterized as a pregnancy hormone with species-dependent roles (Fevold et al., 1930; Bathgate et al., 2006) , relaxin has long been of interest as a therapeutic for a number of disease states including cardiovascular (Samuel et al., 2006; Teerlink et al., 2013) and fibrotic disorders (Lekgabe et al., 2005) . Around 15 years ago, the receptor mediating the effects of relaxin was identified to be the Class A G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) originally called LGR7 (Hsu et al., 2002) , but now named relaxin family peptide receptor 1 (RXFP1). RXFP1 and the closely related RXFP2, the receptor for insulin-like peptide 3 (INSL3), are large receptors by class A GPCR standards, with an N-terminal extracellular domain (ECD) comprising approximately half of the amino acid sequence. The ECD is made up of at least three protein domains (Figure 1 ): the LDLa module, linker domain, and leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domain. A thorough understanding of how these domains combine with the transmembrane domain (TMD) to allow relaxin-RXFP1 binding and activation is necessary to rationally design new relaxin-like molecules as therapeutics.
Most Class A GPCR agonists bind directly to the TMD to promote receptor activation and subsequent intracellular signaling events. Conversely, activation of RXFP1 is initiated by relaxin binding to the ECD with coordinated interactions between the LDLa module, linker, and LRR domain driving activation of the TMD. Historically it was believed that the LRR domain is the primary high-affinity relaxin-binding site in the ECD of RXFP1 (Bullesbach and Schwabe, 2005; Scott et al., 2009 ) with a lower-affinity interaction in the TMD (Halls et al., 2005) . However, more recent work has demonstrated that the linker domain has an important role in binding (Sethi et al., 2016) . Relaxin can also bind to and activate the related INSL3 receptor, RXFP2, where it binds in a fashion referred to as a hybrid mode, resembling a binding mode somewhere between relaxin-RXFP1 and INSL3-RXFP2 (Bruell et al., 2017) . However, RXFP2 lacks the helical stretch of linker thought to bind relaxin and thus has a lower affinity for relaxin. Early work demonstrated that removal of the LDLa module from RXFP1 completely abolished relaxin-mediated signaling but had no effect on relaxin binding affinity (Scott et al., 2006) . Site-directed mutagenesis identified key residues within the LDLa, which are proposed to drive receptor activation by forming contacts with the first and second extracellular loops of the TMD (Kong et al., 2013; Diepenhorst et al., 2014) . The LDLa module is believed to be a tethered agonist, which interacts with the TMD to promote active receptor-state conformations and stimulate cell signaling. More recently, it has been demonstrated that the linker domain also plays a key role in activation such that the tethered agonist is now considered to be the combination of LDLa-linker (Sethi et al., 2016; Bruell et al., 2013) . Although this indicates some separation between the events of relaxin binding and receptor activation, how these domains combine to form functional RXFP1 proteins has been difficult to study. This current model of RXFP1 activation is presented in Figure 1 and proposes that relaxin binds the ECD concomitantly over two major sites, with residues in the relaxin B-chain forming contacts with the LRR domain and the A-chain of relaxin potentially interacting with the linker domain. Relaxin binding subsequently promotes the stabilization and extension of an a-helix within the linker domain (Sethi et al., 2016) . The resultant structural rearrangement leads to the display of key residues in the LDLa, and potentially the linker domain, to interact with the TMD and agonize the receptor. Recent nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies by our group using purified portions of the LDLa-linker domains gave an estimate of the binding affinity (K d ) of relaxin for the linker domain of about 200 mM (Sethi et al., 2016) and therefore predicted that the binding affinity of relaxin for the LRR domain alone must be around 1 mM to achieve the subnanomolar affinity observed for relaxin binding to the full receptor. It has been challenging to investigate this complex mechanism of relaxin binding across multiple domains in whole cells because of limitations with the traditional ligands used for binding assays, and so the relaxin binding affinity for the LRR domain alone, for example, has not been experimentally determined.
Nanoluciferase (Nanoluc) is a bright luciferase that has gained considerable attention as a useful reporter with a range of research applications (England et al., 2016; Hall et al., 2012) . Fusing Nanoluc to the N-termini of GPCRs and measuring bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET) between Nanoluc and a fluorescently labeled ligand (termed NanoBRET; Machleidt et al., 2015) has been proved to be an excellent tool to investigate ligand binding to a variety of GPCRs Christiansen et al., 2016; Hansen et al., 2017; Stoddart et al., 2015; Soave et al., 2016) as well as receptor tyrosine kinases (Kilpatrick et al., 2017a (Kilpatrick et al., , 2017b Peach et al., 2017) . Using NanoBRET for ligand binding has numerous advantages over traditional ligand-binding assays (Stoddart et al., , 2017 -notably a very low nonspecific binding signal, no requirement for removal of unbound fluorescent ligand before measurement, and the potential for easily performing real-time measurements for investigation of binding kinetics.
The investigation of binding kinetics to better understand the mechanism by which a ligand binds its receptor is an area of interest for drug discovery (Tummino and Copeland, 2008; Lu and Tonge, 2010; Swinney et al., 2014) . The simplest type of ligand:receptor interaction is the one that occurs via a single reversible step, with the receptor adopting only one bound state (Equation 1).
Previous reports measuring relaxin association and dissociation rates have assumed a single-step binding mechanism to calculate on-and off-rates (Tan et al., 1999; Kocan et al., 2017) and have only used a single concentration of radioactively labeled relaxin in association experiments, presumably due to the limitations regarding the availability of labeled relaxin and the labor-intensive nature of traditional kinetic ligand-binding assays. Thus real-time measurements of relaxin association to and dissociation from RXFP1 using a technique such as NanoBRET would allow relatively easy kinetic discrimination between a simple one-step binding mechanism and a more complex multi-step binding mechanism, which is currently hypothesized to be occurring.
Here, we describe the development and application of NanoBRET in live HEK293T cells using Nanoluctagged RXFP1 and TAMRA-labeled relaxin (TamRLX). Using this technique, we performed NanoBRET saturation binding experiments on several different Nanoluc-RXFP1 constructs in which key receptor domains had been mutated or removed, to dissect the importance of different domains on the overall relaxin binding affinity. A key finding was that, contrary to previously published reports, removal of the N-terminal LDLa domain does perturb relaxin binding to RXFP1. Kinetic experiments revealed complexities that were incompatible with a single-step binding mechanism, and dissociation experiments indicated the existence of at least two relaxin-bound states of RXFP1. To test the hypothesis that the two binding states are associated with the binding sites in the LRR and linker domains, we tested binding to RXFP2, which does not contain the linker-binding site (Bruell et al., 2017) , and demonstrated a single-step binding mechanism. In addition, we created chimeric receptors whereby we inserted RXFP1 linker residues into RXFP2 and observed an improvement in both binding and signaling capacity in response to relaxin, as well as a biphasic dissociation profile more similar to that of RXFP1 than of wild-type RXFP2. This finding was supported by data from NMR titrations with relaxin and recombinant LDLa-linker proteins, which highlighted gain of relaxin binding to the linker region in the chimeric RXFP2 protein. Overall, these studies agree with the hypothesized multi-step model of relaxin:RXFP1 binding/activation, highlighting how using the NanoBRET technique that enables kinetic measurements of ligand:receptor binding can reveal subtle, albeit important, effects to aid drug development against this important therapeutic target.
RESULTS

Characterization of TamRLX and Nanoluc-RXFP1
A key aspect of this study was the synthesis of fluorescently labeled relaxin. Labeling relaxin at only one site was important to avoid potentially confounding BRET results. The fluorescent relaxin used here was produced by solid-phase peptide synthesis, with the addition of the orange-red fluorescent dye TAMRA to the N terminus of the A-chain of relaxin via reductive amidation. The ability of TamRLX to activate RXFP1 was tested by using a cyclic AMP (cAMP) reporter gene assay in cells stably expressing RXFP1 (Figure 2A) . TamRLX activated RXFP1 with full efficacy compared with relaxin; however, there was a slight decrease in the potency of TamRLX at RXFP1 compared with relaxin (pEC 50 = 10.06 G 0.04 for TamRLX compared with 10.57 G 0.03 for relaxin; Table 1 ).
Nanoluc was tagged to the N-terminus of RXFP1 between a FLAG epitope tag and the LDLa module, and the ability of Nanoluc-RXFP1 to signal when stimulated with relaxin was investigated using the cAMP reporter gene assay. Given the positioning of Nanoluc in the construct and the importance of the LDLa module in receptor activation, this addition was well tolerated, showing only a small, albeit significant, rightward shift of the concentration-response curve compared with RXFP1 ( Figure 1C , Figure 2 . Characterization of TamRLX and Nanoluc-RXFP1 Functional Activity and Use in BRET Experiments (A and B) Dose-response curves of cAMP activity in HEK293T cells expressing RXFP1 (A) or Nanoluc-RXFP1 (B) when stimulated with relaxin or TamRLX using a cAMP reporter gene system. Pooled data from three to seven independent experiments performed in triplicate.
(C and D) (C) Dose-response curves of cAMP activity in HEK293T cells transiently expressing either RXFP1 or Nanoluc-RXFP1 and stimulated with relaxin, using cAMP reporter gene system. Pooled data from seven to nine independent experiments performed in triplicate. (D) BRET ratio of HEK293T cells transfected with varying amounts of Nanoluc-RXFP1 DNA and incubated with either vehicle or 25 nM TamRLX (G2.5 mM relaxin). Pooled data from four independent experiments performed in duplicate.
(E) NanoBRET saturation binding in HEK293T cells transiently expressing Nanoluc-RXFP1 and incubated with varying concentrations of TamRLX with non-specific signal determined by co-incubation with 2.5 mM relaxin. Determination of K d is provided in Table 2 . Pooled data from four independent experiments performed in duplicate. All error bars (where visible) represent SEM. Huang et al., 2015) . Critically, ML290 was able to activate RXFP1 and Nanoluc-RXFP1 with the same potency and efficacy (Table 1) . Finally, the combination of TamRLX and Nanoluc-RXFP1 was tested (Figure 2B) , showing that TamRLX activates the Nluc-RXFP1 with full efficacy compared with relaxin; however, there was again a small decrease in the potency of TamRLX at Nluc-RXFP1 (pEC 50 = 9.77 G 0.07), similar to that seen for TamRLX activation of RXFP1. Nonetheless, the sub-nanomolar potency of TamRLX validated the peptide as a suitable fluorescent ligand for RXFP1 binding studies.
The expression of Nanoluc-RXFP1 was varied by titrating HEK293T cells with varying amounts of Nanoluc-RXFP1-encoding plasmid in transient transfections. Transfected cells were then incubated at room temperature for 90 min with either vehicle or 25 nM TamRLX (with or without 2.5 mM unlabeled relaxin) before adding Nano-Glo (Nanoluc luciferase substrate) to determine if a BRET signal could be detected between Nanoluc and TAMRA. Binding of TamRLX to Nanoluc-RXFP1 produced a strong BRET signal with negligible non-specific binding signal, and we found that the highest NanoBRET binding signal was produced with the lowest expression levels ( Figure 2D ), and thus used lower transfection levels (10-30 ng/well) for all subsequent NanoBRET experiments.
We then performed a saturation binding experiment by incubating varying concentrations of TamRLX (0-25 nM) with Nanoluc-RXFP1-expressing HEK293T cells and determined non-specific signal by co-incubation with an excess of unlabelled relaxin. This yielded an excellent quality of fit to a one-site binding isotherm ( Figure 2E ; K d = 0.42 G 0.03 nM), in line with that previously reported in the literature (Halls et al., 2005; Shabanpoor et al., 2012; Sethi et al., 2016) .
NanoBRET Saturation Binding Assays to Investigate the Multiple Binding Domains of RXFP1
Relaxin is believed to bind to the ECD of RXFP1 simultaneously across two distinct domains: the LRR and linker domains. We therefore cloned several different mutant and chimeric Nanoluc-RXFP1 constructs, which were rationally chosen to dissect the importance of these key domains for overall relaxin binding affinity. Importantly, all the RXFP1 mutant receptors demonstrated no changes in ligand potency or efficacy of the small molecule allosteric agonist ML290, highlighting that the receptors were able to couple to G protein and were expressed at the cell surface normally (Table 1 ).
The primary high-affinity binding interaction between relaxin and RXFP1 is believed to be between arginine residues B13 and B17 in the relaxin B-chain, which form ionic interactions with acidic residues E277/D279 and D231/E233 in the LRR domain of RXFP1, respectively (Bullesbach and Schwabe, 2005) . We found that mutating just one of these pairs of acidic residues (Nanoluc-RXFP1-E277Q/D279N) was enough to abolish any detectable TamRLX binding up to a concentration of 500 nM ( Figure 3A ). This lack of binding was associated with no cAMP activity in response to relaxin (Table 1) . Interestingly, when we applied this mutation to a construct encoding only the ECD of RXFP1 attached to a membrane anchor (previously termed 7BP; Hsu et al., 2002) , TamRLX was able to bind with reasonable affinity ( Figure 3B ;
Using the ECD-only construct and removing the LDLa/linker domains (Nanoluc-ECD [DLDLa/DLinker]), we were able to estimate the binding affinity of TamRLX for the LRR domain alone to be 121 G 5.9 nM (Figure 3D ). When the TMD was reintroduced (Nanoluc-RXFP1(DLDLa/DLinker)) the affinity for TamRLX was improved ( Figure 3C ; K d = 58 G 13 nM).
We also applied a previously characterized linker domain mutation, F54A/Y58A, which results in a 10-fold decrease in both relaxin binding and activation (Sethi et al., 2016) . In our NanoBRET saturation binding studies, TamRLX also exhibited a 10-fold reduction in binding to Nanoluc-RXFP1-F54A/Y58A ( Figure 3E ; K d = 5.8 G 0.28 nM) compared with Nanoluc-RXFP1. Conversely, the affinity of TamRLX for the ECDonly construct with this mutation ( Figure 3F ; K d = 0.34 G 0.01 nM) was not different from its affinity for Nanoluc-ECD ( Figure 4B ; Hek293T cells transiently expressing Nanoluc-tagged constructs (A) Nanoluc-RXFP1(E277Q/D279N), (B) Nanoluc-ECD(E277Q/D279N), (C) Nanoluc-RXFP1(ΔLDLa/ΔLinker), (D) Nanoluc-ECD(ΔLDLa/ΔLinker), (E) Nanoluc-RXFP1(F54A/ Y58A), (F) Nanoluc-ECD(F54A/Y58A) incubated with varying concentrations of TamRLX with non-specific signal determined by co-incubation an excess of unlabelled relaxin.
NanoBRET Saturation Binding Assays to Probe the Role of the LDLa on Relaxin Binding
Studies have clearly shown that relaxin does not have direct binding interactions with the LDLa (Hopkins et al., 2007; Sethi et al., 2016) , and removing or altering the LDLa module from RXFP1 does not appear to affect the relaxin binding affinity (Scott et al., 2006; Hopkins et al., 2007; Kong et al., 2013) . We were therefore surprised to observe a statistically significant reduction in the affinity of TamRLX for RXFP1 with the LDLa module deleted ( Figure 4 ; Table 2 ; K d = 0.42 G 0.03 nM for Nanoluc-RXFP1 versus K d = 1.10 G 0.09 nM for Nanoluc-RXFP1(DLDLa); p < 0.001).
TamRLX binding affinity for the ECD-only version of these constructs were similarly decreased (Figures 4B and 4C; K d = 0.28 G 0.013 nM for Nanoluc-ECD versus K d = 1.1 G 0.13 nM for Nanoluc-ECD(DLDLa); p < 0.001). This suggests that the LDLa plays a subtle role in modulating how relaxin binds to the LRRs and linker domain, which is independent of potential interactions with the TMD.
The results on RXFP1-ECD constructs suggest that the lack of TMD, and therefore lack of G protein coupling, has no influence on the relaxin binding affinity. However, there are some distinct differences in the binding of relaxin to the ECD constructs, hence we wanted to clearly demonstrate that G protein coupling has no influence on the relaxin binding affinity. We therefore performed the same saturation binding assays in both HEK293T cells and a HEK293 cell line in which the G as subunit had been knocked out (HEK293A DG as ; Stallaert et al., 2017) at a physiological temperature (37 C). At this temperature, we found that the relaxin binding affinity for Nanoluc-RXFP1 decreased compared with that at room temperature, but that LDLa removal also resulted in similarly small decreases in TamRLX binding affinity (Figures 5A and 5B; K d = 3.20 G 0.02 nM for Nanoluc-RXFP1 versus K d = 5.8 G 1.2 nM for Nanoluc-RXFP1(DLDLa)). This was also true in the HEK293A DG as knockout cells (Figures 5C and 5D) , and there were no significant differences in TamRLX binding affinity between cell types. This further supported the notion that the subtle decrease in relaxin binding affinity when the LDLa was removed was due to interactions at the level of the ECD rather than related to LDLa interactions activating the TMD.
NanoBRET Association Assays to Investigate the Influence of the LDLa Module on the Kinetics of Relaxin Binding to RXFP1
An advantage of NanoBRET compared with traditional ligand binding assays is the possibility to perform real-time measurements of ligand binding kinetics. Measuring the rates of ligand association and dissociation directly can provide valuable insight into binding mechanisms, which may be obscured when relying on binding measurements obtained at equilibrium. Identification of subtle differences in TamRLX binding may provide insight into the hypothesized mechanism of RXFP1 binding, so we looked more closely at the TamRLX binding kinetics at Nanoluc-RXFP1 and Nanoluc-RXFP1(DLDLa).
Association assays were performed using TamRLX concentrations ranging between 0.25 and 5 nM (Figure 6A) . The association profiles fit well to one-phase exponential functions, which gave pseudo-first-order association rates (k obs ). Based on the assumption that this binding occurs via a single-step mechanism, k obs is related to the concentration of TamRLX ([TamRLX]) by Equation 2. Hek293T cells transiently expressing Nanoluc-tagged constructs (A) Nanoluc-RXFP1(ΔLDLa), (B) Nanoluc-ECD, (C) Nanoluc-ECD(ΔLDLa/ΔLinker) incubated with varying concentrations of TamRLX with non-specific signal determined by co-incubation 2.5 mM relaxin.
Compatible with this assumption, the k obs versus TamRLX concentration plot showed a linear relationship ( Figure 6B ), allowing determination of k on and k off by linear regression (Table 3 ). The calculated k off and k on for TamRLX at Nanoluc-RXFP1 was 0.054 G 0.009 min À1 and 0.046 G 0.004 nM À1 .min À1 , respectively.
Comparatively, the binding of TamRLX to Nanoluc-RXFP1(DLDLa) showed differences in both on-and off-rates (k on = 0.026 G 0.005 nM À1 .min À1 ; k off = 0.249 G 0.012 min À1 ), which is consistent with the lower binding affinity seen in saturation binding experiments.
The calculated K d (= k off /k on ) from these association experiments were 1.2 G 0.23 nM for TamRLX at Nanoluc-RXFP1 and 9.6 G 1.8 nM at Nanoluc-RXFP1(DLDLa). If the assumption of a one-step binding mechanism is valid, these results should closely match those observed in equilibrium saturation binding assays; however, the calculated K d for TamRLX at Nanoluc-RXFP1(DLDLa) was almost 10-fold different from that obtained in saturation binding. Additionally, the finding that TamRLX has a lower k on at Nanoluc-RXFP1(DLDLa) was unexpected because on-rates are usually linked to the diffusional characteristics of the ligand, which remained constant. These inconsistencies suggest that the assumption of a onestep binding mechanism is invalid, providing support for a more complex binding mode.
NanoBRET Dissociation Assays to Investigate the Influence of the LDLa Module on the Kinetics of Relaxin Binding to RXFP1
Owing to the presence of two binding sites, we hypothesized that relaxin binding and activation of RXFP1 involves at least two steps. Thus it is reasonable to suggest that the dissociation profile of relaxin from RXFP1 may show at least two distinct phases, indicative of at least two relaxin-bound states at the receptor. Previous studies that have measured relaxin dissociation from RXFP1 have generally fit dissociation curves to one-phase decay functions; however, we speculated that the sensitivity and superior temporal resolution afforded by the NanoBRET system might allow reliable detection and quantitation of multiple off-rates. Dissociation experiments were performed at room temperature in HEK293T cells expressing Nanoluctagged receptors and involved binding 1 nM TamRLX to equilibrium for 1 hr, followed by removal of unbound TamRLX from the well and addition of 10 mM unlabeled relaxin. The BRET ratios were normalized to wells containing vehicle only (0%) and wells in which 1 nM TamRLX remained (100%). This was done to remove the potentially confounding effect of BRET signal decay, which was evident over long time periods ( Figure S1 ).
NL-Tagged Receptors
TamRLX dissociated from Nanoluc-RXFP1 more slowly than from Nanoluc-RXFP1(DLDLa) ( Figure 7A ). Both dissociation profiles were found to fit best to a two-phase exponential decay function, as can be seen in the time-invariant distribution of residuals for the two-phase models ( Figures 7B-7E ). The fast and slow off-rate estimates were the same for both constructs (Table 3 
Nanoluc-RXFP1(DLDLa)). The overall slower dissociation from Nanoluc-RXFP1 can be explained by it having a lower proportion of the fast dissociation component (around 19% for Nanoluc-RXFP1 compared with 61% for Nanoluc-RXFP1(DLDLa)). This suggested that the same two relaxin-bound states can exist when the LDLa domain is removed and that the LDLa may help to stabilize the higher affinity-bound state.
NanoBRET Dissociation Assays at 37 C to Further Validate the Role of the LDLa in Relaxin Binding Interactions with the ECD
The physiological relevance of two relaxin-bound states was further investigated by obtaining TamRLX dissociation profiles at 37 C (Figure 8 ). Dissociation was initiated by automated injection of a 1,000-fold excess of unlabeled relaxin to accurately capture the expected faster dissociation at a higher temperature rather than by manual handling of the plate to remove unbound TamRLX. This was deemed suitable as there was no difference in TamRLX off-rates at room temperature when 10 mM unlabeled competitor relaxin was added, regardless of whether unbound TamRLX was removed or not ( Figure S2 ). Here, the TamRLX dissociation from Nanoluc-RXFP1 again fit best to a two-phase exponential decay (Table 3 ; k off FAST = 0.19 G 0.01 min À1 ; k off SLOW = 0.044 G 0.008 min À1 ); however, the faster off-rate accounted for a larger percentage of the overall dissociation profile (around 67% at 37 C compared with 20% at room temperature).
The dissociation of TamRLX from Nanoluc-RXFP1(DLDLa) was clearly faster compared with that from Nanoluc-RXFP1 ( Figure 8A) ; however, we fit the data to a one-phase exponential as a two-phase exponential did not improve the quality of the fit. Interestingly, this monophasic off-rate for Nanoluc-RXFP1(DLDLa) Table 2 .
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Additionally, the residuals plots for both fits used (two phase for RXFP1, Figure 8D ; one phase for RXFP1(DLDLa), Figure 8C ) show movement above and below the line in the first 10 min of dissociation, which may indicate additional complexity that was not fit by these models.
NanoBRET Saturation Binding Assays to Investigate the Binding of Relaxin to RXFP2 and Chimeric Linker Insertion Mutants
To test the hypothesis that the two binding states of RXFP1 are associated with the binding sites in the LRRs and the linker domain, we conducted binding studies on RXFP2, which does not contain the linker-binding site (Bruell et al., 2017) . We therefore first cloned a Nanoluc tag at an equivalent position of FLAG-tagged RXFP2 to Nanoluc-RXFP1, and the resulting Nanoluc-RXFP2 construct was tested for cAMP activity in response to relaxin in the same way ( Figure 9A ). Relaxin potency at Nanoluc-RXFP2 was not significantly different from RXFP2 (Table 1) , and similarly, the potency of TamRLX was not significantly different from relaxin at RXFP2 ( Figure 9B ; EC 50 = 8.46 G 0.25 versus 8.57 G 0.26). We previously reported the affinity of relaxin for RXFP2 as being around 10 nM using a saturation binding assay with europium-labeled H2 relaxin (Bruell et al., 2017) . Similarly, here using the NanoBRET system with Nanoluc-RXFP2 titrated with TamRLX, we demonstrated that the K d was 10.74 G 1.64 nM ( Figure 9C ).
To further highlight the role of the linker-binding site, we created chimeric receptors whereby we inserted four or seven residues from the proposed RXFP1-relaxin-binding site (Sethi et al., 2016) into the RXFP2 linker to produce the chimeras named Nanoluc-ExLink1 (four-residue insertion) and Nanoluc-ExLink2 (seven-residue insertion; Figure 10A ). Both Nanoluc tagged and non-tagged versions of the constructs were cloned for testing of TamRLX saturation binding and relaxin cAMP potency, respectively. Both chimeric constructs showed a significantly increased affinity for TamRLX in NanoBRET saturation binding assays (Figures 10C and 10D ; Table 2 ; p<0.0001 compared with RXFP2 for both). This improved affinity was matched with significantly increased potency of relaxin at both receptors compared with RXFP2 (Figure 10B ; Table 1 ; p < 0.05 and p < 0.01 versus RXFP2, respectively). Importantly, both chimeric constructs responded normally to the RXFP2 cognate ligand INSL3, which is known to not bind to the linker site (Bruell et al., 2017 ) ( Figure 10C ; Table 1 ). The results support the notion of an additional relaxin-binding site being present in the RXFP1, but not in the RXFP2 linker.
NanoBRET Dissociation Assays to Compare the Kinetics of Relaxin Binding to RXFP2 with RXFP1
Given that the linker residues joining the LDLa module to the LRRs are a major point of difference between the highly similar RXFP1 and RXFP2 receptors, we compared the TamRLX dissociation profile of the RXFP2 and the ExLink chimeric receptors (Figure 11 ). TamRLX dissociation from Nluc-RXFP2 was best fit to a onephase exponential (k off = 0.43 G 0.05 min À1 ; Figures 11A, 11C , and 11F), indicative of a single binding site for relaxin in the RXFP2 LRRs. Introduction of the RXFP1-linker-binding site in the ExLink1 and ExLink2 (B) Pooled k obs from three independent association experiments for Nanoluc-RXFP1 and Nanoluc-RXFP1(DLDLa), plotted as a function of TamRLX concentration and fit to a linear regression in GraphPad Prism. Dotted line indicates 95% confidence interval of the linear regression, and each point represents a single k obs determination from one experiment. On-and off-rate determinations from linear fit are provided in Table 3 , based on the relationship k obs = k on .
[TamRLX] + k off .
NL-Tagged Receptor Association Experiments
Dissociation Experiments Dissociation Experiments (37 C) receptors resulted in TamRLX dissociation profiles that were best fit by a two-phase exponential ( Figures  11B, 11D , 11E, 11G, and 11H). The fast off-rate for the ExLink receptors (0.46 G 0.05 min À1 for ExLink1 and 0.47 G 0.09 min À1 for ExLink2) closely matched the monophasic of rate observed for RXFP2, suggesting that the fast component relates to relaxin binding interactions with the LRRs. In addition, the percentage of fast component decreased as the linker length increased (79.01% G 0.85% fast for ExLink1; 49.43% G 11.8% fast for ExLink2), approaching the levels seen for RXFP1. The data suggest that the dissociation of relaxin from RXFP2 occurs in a simple, one-step fashion but that the insertion of a secondary binding site alters the kinetic profile to resemble that seen in RXFP1.
NMR Titrations of Relaxin with LDLa-Linker Proteins
We have previously designed and characterized the recombinant LDLa-linker constructs, RXFP1 (1-72) (Sethi et al., 2016) and RXFP2 (1-65) (Bruell et al., 2017) and investigated their interaction with relaxin using solution NMR spectroscopy and performing relaxin titrations monitored by 2D 1 H-15 N Heteronuclear Single Quantum Coherence (HSQC). For RXFP1 , residues within the linker region (Asp51, Ala55, Tyr57, and Thr61) showed significant chemical shift differences (Figure 12A ), whereas for RXFP2 , residues within the LDLa module (Cys26, Asp30, and Glu38) and Asp43 from the N-terminal end of the linker region showed major chemical shift perturbations (Figure 12B ), albeit weaker than those of RXFP1 . By inserting the proposed relaxin-binding region from RXFP1 into RXFP2 , thus creating the chimera RXFP2 (1-65) -ExLink, we were able to confirm that the interaction surface was shifted away from the LDLa module and into the extended linker as demonstrated by the significant chemical shift perturbations of linker residues Ile50, Thr60, and Ala65 ( Figure 12C ). Importantly, no residues within the LDLa module of RXFP2 (1-65) -ExLink show significant chemical shift differences. Fitting these differences of Ile50, Thr60, and Ala65 to a single-site binding curve shows the affinity of relaxin for RXFP2 (1-65) -ExLink is 187 G 7 mM (compared with 330 G 10 mM for RXFP2 (1-65) ; Bruell et al., 2017; Figure 7 . NanoBRET Dissociation Experiments at Room Temperature (A) HEK293T cells transiently expressing Nanoluc-tagged receptors (RXFP1 in blue and RXFP1(DLDLa) in red) were incubated to equilibrium with 1 nM TamRLX before initiation of dissociation by removal of unbound TamRLX and addition of 10 mM unlabeled relaxin. Data are pooled from four to five independent experiments and fit to a two-phase decay equation. Error bars represent SEM. Mean residuals for one-phase decay fits (B and C) or two-phase decay fits (D and E) are also shown. Rate constant determinations from two-phase decay fits are provided in Table 3 . Figure S4 ), suggesting a significant gain in the relaxin binding affinity for the extended RXFP2 linker. This further supports the idea that the RXFP1 linker plays a pivotal role in the binding of relaxin.
DISCUSSION
Relaxin activates RXFP1 through interactions with multiple domains in the ECD of RXFP1. However, the exact mechanism by which these domains combine to agonize the receptor has been difficult to establish. The current multi-step model of RXFP1 activation hypothesizes that a conformational rearrangement in the ECD of RXFP1 upon relaxin binding drives LDLa/linker-TMD interactions to activate the receptor. Recent NMR studies have shown that relaxin interacts with the linker domain to promote the extension of a helix within the linker (Sethi et al., 2016) , and this piece of information has been key in mechanistically bridging the connection between relaxin binding (predicted to be predominantly in the LRR domain) and activation of the TMD via the LDLa-linker. These experiments, however, were performed using purified fragments of the ECD and relaxin. Indeed, the proposed multi-step mechanism is a supposition based on knowledge of the complex nature of relaxin:RXFP1 binding interactions-kinetic evidence was lacking. We therefore sought a facile and sensitive assay system in which to investigate relaxin binding kinetics in whole cells to test a single-step model (hence indirectly supporting or invalidating a multi-step model), and thus successfully established a NanoBRET-based binding technique in live HEK293T cells in a 96-well-plate-based format. Addition of tags (Nanoluc on RXFP1 N terminus and TAMRA on relaxin) was well tolerated, and NanoBRET saturation binding experiments produced TamRLX binding K d of 0.42 G 0.03 nM. This is consistent with published affinities from traditional fluorescence-intensity-based approaches using europiumlabeled relaxin (Shabanpoor et al., 2012) or radiolabeled relaxin (Halls et al., 2005) , however, with the (A) HEK293T cells transiently expressing Nanoluc-tagged receptors (RXFP1 in blue and RXFP1(DLDLa) in red) were incubated to equilibrium with 5 nM TamRLX before initiation of dissociation by injection of unlabeled relaxin to a concentration of 5 mM. Data are pooled from five independent experiments and fit to a two-phase decay equation (Nanoluc-RXFP1) or one-phase decay equation (Nanoluc-RXFP1(DLDLa)). Error bars represent SEM. Mean residuals for one-phase decay fits (B and D) or two-phase decay fits (C and E) are also shown. Rate constant determinations from twophase decay fit (Nanoluc-RXFP1) or one-phase decay fit (Nanoluc-RXFP1(DLDLa)) are provided in Table 3 .
iScience 11, 93-113, January 25, 2019 105 notable advantage that these experiments do not require the removal of unbound labeled relaxin and have minimal non-specific signal.
It is counterintuitive that lower expression levels provided the best NanoBRET binding signal ( Figure 2D) ; however, this can be explained by our observation that that RXFP1 (like many GPCRs) appears to accumulate significantly within intracellular compartments when overexpressed, presumably due to overwhelming the receptor trafficking machinery of the cell. As BRET is a ratiometric measurement, accumulation of intracellular receptor that cannot bind ligand would decrease the NanoBRET binding signal accordingly, hence the lowest expression (allowing the greatest proportion of receptor to traffic to the cell surface) is preferred. This should be seen as a great strength of NanoBRET measurements of ligand binding as the brightness of Nanoluc combined with the ratiometric nature of BRET means that lower levels of expression are actually preferable (resulting in less intracellular accumulation and improved signal:noise assay performance), contrasting with traditional radioligand binding assays wherein supraphysiological expression levels are often required to obtain a sufficiently strong signal.
Initially, we performed TamRLX saturation binding experiments on Nanoluc-RXFP1 constructs in which key domains had been removed or mutated. The current model of relaxin binding suggests that relaxin binds concomitantly across two sites, the LRR domain and the linker domain. The affinity of the LRR domain has been estimated to be around 1 mM, a rough calculation based on the affinity for the linker domain alone (approximately 200 mM) and for the full-length receptor (approximately 1 nM). Using NanoBRET, we measured the affinity of TamRLX to be 121 G 5.9 nM for the LRR domain attached to a membrane anchor Figure 9 . Characterization of TamRLX and Nanoluc-RXFP2 and NanoBRET Saturation Binding (A) Dose-response curves of cAMP activity in HEK293T cells expressing RXFP2 when stimulated with relaxin or TamRLX. Pooled data from two to three independent experiments performed in triplicate.
(B) Dose-response curves of cAMP activity in HEK293T cells transiently expressing either RXFP2 or Nanoluc-RXFP2 and stimulated with relaxin, using cAMP reporter gene system. Pooled data from three independent experiments performed in triplicate. (C) TamRLX saturation binding in HEK293T cells transiently expressing Nanoluc-RXFP2. Pooled data from three independent experiments performed in duplicate. All error bars (where visible) represent SEM. All K d determinations are provided in Table 2 .
( Figure 4D ), or 58 G 13 nM when attached to the RXFP1 TMD ( Figure 4C ). The exoloops of RXFP1 have been demonstrated to potentially comprise an additional relaxin-binding site (Diepenhorst et al., 2014; Halls et al., 2005) ; however, these results indicate that this site does not contribute significantly to relaxin binding affinity. Conversely, the linker domain is a significant contributor to relaxin binding affinity, as when the linker and LRR domains are present together, there is a 50-to 100-fold improvement in relaxin binding affinity compared with the LRR domain alone.
We showed that mutation of key relaxin-binding residues in LRR8 (E277Q/D279N) was sufficient to completely abolish detectable TamRLX binding and that weak binding could be restored when this mutation was applied to an ECD-only construct. This suggests that remaining known relaxin interactions within the ectodomain may be inaccessible when the LDLa/linker domains form contacts with the TMD, thus removal of the TMD might ''open'' the ECD to form an unnatural binding mode for relaxin. It also indicates that the LRR domain interactions are critically involved in the initial step of relaxin binding to RXFP1.
Another important difference between full-length and ECD-only RXFP1 constructs was the effect of the F54A/Y58A linker domain mutation, which resulted in a 10-fold decrease in TamRLX binding affinity to the full-length receptor but did not change binding affinity for the ECD-only construct. It is difficult to explain this observation, but it again suggests that there is an unnatural binding mode for relaxin on the ECD-only construct of RXFP1.
Differences in the binding mode of full-length RXFP1 compared with ECD-only RXFP1 constructs have been noted before from observations that INSL3 (cognate peptide ligand for the related RXFP2 receptor) binds with high affinity to the ECD-only construct of RXFP1, but only with weak affinity to full-length RXFP1 (Halls Pooled data from at least three independent experiments performed in triplicate. All E max and pEC 50 determinations are provided in Table 1 . (D and E) TamRLX saturation binding in HEK293T cells transiently expressing (D) Nanoluc-ExLink1 and (E) NanolucExLink2 compared with Nanoluc-RXFP2. Pooled data from three independent experiments performed in duplicate. All K d determinations are provided in (Summers, 2017) . The idea of relaxin initiating a movement of the LDLa toward the TMD comes from previous studies that suggested a low-affinity binding site for relaxin in ECL2 of the TMD (Halls et al., 2005; Diepenhorst et al., 2014) . Thus the logical thought was that high-affinity relaxin binding to the LRR domain was followed by the lower affinity interactions in ECL2, thereby bringing the LDLa into contact with the TMD. This would be analogous to the general mechanism of peptide binding in Class B GPCRs, where the C terminus of the peptide ligand forms an initial complex with the ECD, followed by the N terminus of the peptide ligand interacting with the TMD to activate the receptor (Hollenstein et al., 2014) . However, more recently, Sethi et al. (2016) elegantly showed interactions of the LDLa/linker with the ECL2 in the absence of relaxin, suggesting a degree of constitutive interaction. Given the current lack of published structures for RXFP1, the known interactions of the LDLa/linker with the extracellular loops in the absence of relaxin, and the observations provided here, it may be more appropriate to visualize the ECD in a perpetually ''closed'' configuration in which relaxin binding drives specific conformational rearrangements within the ECD allowing the LDLa-linker to activate the TMD.
An unexpected finding in saturation binding experiments was that removal of the LDLa module slightly decreased relaxin binding affinity, contrary to previous reports that relaxin binding is unaffected by LDLa removal (Scott et al., 2006; Kong et al., 2013; Hopkins et al., 2007) . Interestingly, this difference was also evident in ECD-only constructs, as well as at 37 C and in HEK293 cells lacking G as , suggesting Figure 11 . NanoBRET Dissociation Experiments at Room Temperature (A and B) HEK293T cells transiently expressing Nanoluc-tagged receptors (RXFP2 in black, ExLink1 in green, and ExLink2 in teal) were incubated to equilibrium with 13 nM TamRLX before initiation of dissociation by addition of 10 mM unlabeled relaxin. Data are pooled from 4-12 independent experiments and fit to a one-phase decay equation (RXFP2) or twophase decay equation (ExLink1 and ExLink2). Error bars represent SEM. Mean residuals for one-phase decay fits (C-E) or two-phase decay fits (F-H) are also shown. Rate constant determinations from fits are provided in Table 3. that LDLa interactions to activate the TMD are not responsible for this subtle change. The differing results here are likely due to the increased sensitivity provided by the NanoBRET system-experimental error using more traditional techniques could obscure such subtle differences. As the LDLa domain has been shown to not have any direct binding interactions with relaxin (Sethi et al., 2016; Hopkins et al., 2007) , it may be that the LDLa domain has uncharacterized interactions with relaxin-binding sites in the LRR module and/or linker domain, which modulate how relaxin interacts with these sites. Indeed, previous NMR experiments using purified LDLa/linker from RXFP2 saw heterogeneity in resonances, which were suspected to be caused by the linker domain ''wrapping'' back toward the N terminus of the LDLa (Bruell et al., 2017) . It may be possible that the linker folds back over the LDLa module in RXFP1, and so relaxin interactions with the linker domain would be subtly affected by removal of the LDLa.
An important reason for developing the NanoBRET binding assay was to perform real-time measurements of relaxin association to and dissociation from RXFP1. Association assays followed the binding of TamRLX to Nanoluc-RXFP1 (with or without LDLa module) in real time and were analyzed based on the assumption of a single-step binding mechanism. This assumption appeared valid at first, as there was a good linear relationship between the observed rate of association (k obs ) and the concentration of TamRLX. This provided on-and off-rates for what would seemingly be a simple bimolecular interaction. The key interpretative aspect of these association experiments was that the K d calculated from on-and off-rates should closely match those obtained in equilibrium saturation binding assays, provided a single-step binding mechanism is valid. However, this was not true. For Nanoluc-RXFP1, the K d from association experiments was 1.2 nM compared with 0.42 nM in equilibrium saturation binding experiments, which, admittedly, is close enough to be considered the ''same'' when considering the magnitude of experimental error that is expected. However, there was an almost 10-fold difference when the LDLa was deleted (1.1 nM in equilibrium saturation binding experiments compared with 9.6 nM in association experiments). This discrepancy leads us to reject a single-step binding mechanism in favor of the proposed multi-step mechanism.
If relaxin binding is a multi-step mechanism, why was there a linear relationship between k obs versus the concentration of TamRLX? In the case of a multi-step binding/activation hypothesis, we might expect an initial diffusion-limited binding interaction between relaxin and RXFP1, followed by one or more conformational rearrangement steps, leading to a final activated relaxin-bound state of RXFP1. Such a mechanism might lead to a hyperbolic relationship between k obs and TamRLX at high-enough ligand concentrations (Tummino and Copeland, 2008) . Or, for example, a two-phase association profile might be encountered where one phase relates to the initial diffusion-limited ligand binding interaction and the second phase relates to the secondary rate-limited conformational rearrangement step, as has been shown in ligand association experiments with the parathyroid receptor (Castro et al., 2005) and neurokinin A receptor (Palanche et al., 2001) . If a secondary conformational rearrangement step occurs with a very high rate constant (i.e., much faster than the off-rate of the initial binding interaction), then it is likely that much higher ligand concentrations would be required to observe a two-phase association profile or non-linearity of the k obs versus TamRLX concentration dependency.
We observed a two-phase dissociation profile of TamRLX from Nanoluc-RXFP1 (Figures 7 and 9 ), which suggests two relaxin-bound states of RXFP1 and further supports a multi-step binding mechanism. For canonical GPCRs in which ligand binding is directly coupled to G protein activation, this observation might be explained as being caused by G protein-coupled and G protein-uncoupled states of the receptor, because G protein coupling is often associated with an increase in the affinity of bound ligand. However, this explanation is not sufficient in this case as removal of the LDLa module (which activates the TMD) also showed two-phase dissociation profiles. In addition, saturation binding experiments in HEK293 cells lacking G as , the primary G protein to which RXFP1 is coupled in HEK cells, did not show any significant difference in relaxin binding affinity, and previous studies have found no change in relaxin binding affinity in membrane preparations in the presence of the non-hydrolysable GTP analogs, Gpp(NH)p and GTPgS (Scott et al., 2006) . Another alternative explanation for a two-phase TamRLX dissociation relates to possible homodimerization of RXFP1 (Svendsen et al., 2008) , or differing localization of the receptor within the cell (for example, intracellular pools of receptor, receptor clustering within different membrane microdomains, or receptor internalization), providing a framework by which two relaxin-binding sites might exist with two slightly different affinities. These explanations also fall short for three reasons. First, the saturation binding curves for RXFP1 fit very well to a one-site equation.
There is no evidence of a biphasic saturation profile to indicate the presence of two distinct relaxin-binding sites that may be concomitantly occupied. Second, association experiments clearly showed a monophasic association profile at the concentrations tested. The existence and occupancy of two distinct binding sites at the relaxin concentrations used should in theory produce a more complex association profile. Third, RXFP1 has been shown to lack arrestin recruitment and does not appear to appreciably internalize upon receptor activation (Callander et al., 2009; Kern and Bryant-Greenwood, 2008) . Thus the evidence suggests relaxin binding to a single site with a multi-step mechanism rather than simply binding to two distinct sites, which is concordant with the current proposed model for RXFP1 binding/activation (Sethi et al., 2016) .
Supporting this idea is our observation that RXFP2, which does not contain a relaxin-linker-binding site, does not follow a similar two-phase profile of relaxin dissociation, but shows a clear one-phase exponential decay. Importantly, insertion of RXFP1 linker residues that interact with relaxin clearly increases relaxin affinity and activity at the chimeric receptors, whereas TamRLX dissociation assays highlight the reinstatement of a two-phase dissociation profile. These data in conjunction with NMR studies, which show binding of relaxin to the introduced linker sequence, clearly demonstrate the key role of the linker region in relaxin affinity and the multi-step binding mechanism. However, it should be emphasized that the relaxin:RXFP1 binding interaction does not appear to be a strictly sequential binding process between the two sites (i.e., LRR binding followed by linker binding), but rather a concomitant binding interaction over both LRR/linker domains followed by conformational changes allowing LDLa/linker activation of the TMD. The linker domain is hence involved in all steps of this process, and this is seen most clearly in our observation that the RXFP1(F54A/Y58A) mutation in the linker-binding site in RXFP1 also showed a clear twophase dissociation of TamRLX ( Figure S3 ) in which both rates were increased compared with wild-type.
Overall, these studies have provided valuable insight into the mechanism by which relaxin binds to RXFP1 and RXFP2, and NanoBRET represents a valuable tool by which these interactions may be investigated in future. TamRLX association and dissociation experiments provided support for a more complex binding mode than a simple one-step bimolecular interaction, fitting with a hypothesized multi-step model of relaxin binding/activation. In addition, we found that the LDLa module does subtly influence how relaxin binds to the receptor, and that it appears to have a role in stabilizing a higher-affinity relaxin-bound state of the ECD. This may be related to LDLa having interactions with the LRR and/or linker domains, and this possibility should be investigated in the future.
Limitations of the Study
The requirement of a NanoBRET ligand binding assay is the introduction of tags (Nanoluc on the receptor and Tamra on relaxin), which may affect how relaxin binds to RXFP1. Indeed, both Nluc-RXFP1 and TamRLX showed very small perturbations in their respective abilities to be activated by relaxin, and to activate the untagged receptor (Figures 2A and 2B ). The exact rates of relaxin binding presented here will therefore differ slightly from the ''true'' rates in an untagged system. Importantly, however, this does not affect interpretations about the relative contributions of each receptor binding domain to the overall relaxin:RXFP1 binding mode (for example, a 50-to 100-fold decrease in relaxin binding affinity when the linker and LDLa were removed from RXFP1). Furthermore, we are confident that the observed biphasic dissociation profile of TamRLX from Nluc-RXFP1 truly reflects the interpretation of two relaxin-bound RXFP1 states in which the linker domain plays an important role, as opposed to simply being an artifact of the NanoBRET system. This is most clearly demonstrated by the monophasic dissociation profile of TamRLX from Nluc-RXFP2, which could be converted to a biphasic dissociation profile by introduction of the RXFP1 linker domain. Hence, although the NanoBRET tags used here may influence the exact rates of binding, we believe that the interpretations drawn are valid.
METHODS
All methods can be found in the accompanying Transparent Methods supplemental file. 
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Supplemental information -ORF amino acid sequences for Nanoluc-RXFP1 and Nanoluc-RXFP2 constructs used in this study, inserted in pcDNA3.1/Zeo plasmid, as well as His6-GB1-RXFP2(1-65)-ExLink protein construct, inserted in pET15 plasmid. (Stallaert et al., 2017) ) were grown in complete medium (Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM; Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with 10% FBS, 1% L-glutamine, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin) and maintained 37 °C incubators with 5% CO2. For receptor expression, cells were first seeded into 6-well plates at a density of 6 X 10 5 cells/well. The following day, cells were transfected with receptor DNA using LipofectAMINE 2000 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), usually with 10-30 ng DNA per well unless otherwise stated. Nanoluc RXFP2 and variants were transfected using polyethylenimine (PEI; Sigma-Aldrich) with 500 ng DNA per well and a ratio of 4.5 µl PEI per µg of DNA. 24-hours post-transfection, cells were resuspended and seeded into 96-well optiplates for assay the following day.
TamRLX synthesis
Individual A-and B-chains of H2 relaxin with appropriate regioselective S-protection were synthesized using a CEM Liberty peptide synthesizer (Akhter Hossain et al., 2008) . Upon complete coupling and Fmoc deprotection of the final amino acid, glutamine (Q), at the N-terminus of the Achain sequence, the amine-reactive fluorophore 5(6)-TAMRA succinimidyl ester (Anaspec) was attached using manual coupling procedure. Following final TFA cleavage and purification of the crude peptides (TAMRA A-chain and B-chain), stepwise formation of the three disulfide bonds was conducted via oxidation, thiolysis and iodolysis consecutively (Akhter Hossain et al., 2008) . The final TAMRA-labelled relaxin, TamRLX, was subjected to comprehensive characterization by RP-HPLC and MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry to confirm its high purity and correct molecular mass (m/z calculated for TamRLX [M+Na] + , 6415.456, found 6419.70).
Receptor construct cloning
All receptor constructs were cloned in pcDNA3.1/Zeo (Invitrogen) plasmids and contained an Nterminal FLAG tag as well as the non-native bovine prolactin signal peptide to aid receptor expression as previously described for both RXFP1 and ECD-only (previously termed 7BP) (Hsu et al., 2002) . The gene for Nanoluc was synthesised (GenScript Corp., Nanjing, China) and inserted between the FLAG tag and LDLa module via the insertion of an EcoRI restriction site using standard restriction enzyme based cloning methods. For RXFP2 and constructs in which the LDLa and/or the linker domain had been removed, PCR products encoding the relevant receptor and stop codon were inserted C-terminally to the Nanoluc in a pcDNA3.1/Zeo vector containing signal peptide, FLAG tag and Nanoluc. Receptor mutations (F54A/58A and E277Q/D279N) were achieved by QuikChange mutagenesis with PrimeStar polymerase (Takara Clontech, Mountain View, CA) according to manufacturer's instructions and similarly to previously described (Sethi et al., 2016) . RXFP2 extended linker (ExLink) chimeras were made according to the method described in (Liu and Naismith, 2008) whereby primers were designed with short overlapping sections with Tm 5-10 ° C lower than that of non-overlapping sections in either direction. PCR reaction mixes of 50 µl were subjected to the following protocol: 5 min at 95 °C; 12 cycles of 95 °C (1 min), 53 °C (1 min), 68 °C (12 min); 1 min at 43 °C followed by a further extension step at 68 °C for 30 min, and 4 °C hold. All receptor constructs were verified by sequencing across the entirety of the ORF, and full amino acid sequences of receptor constructs are provided in supplemental information.
